
Conversation
Intelligence
Customer experience analytics meets CX  
Quality Assurance - the best of both worlds



What is Call
Journey CI?

 Call Journey CI is a highly secure analytical platform taking customer
conversation excavation to new levels. It starts by digging deeper
than anyone else, and ends as business intelligence gold right in the
palms of your decision-makers.

We harness the best in NLP, deep machine learning, and the latest
AI to create a deeply-layered understanding of the customer
experience, including leading and lagging indicators of
dissatisfaction and customer loyalty. In short, we power the feedback
loops that power your business.  



Our approach to
data storytelling

Your analytics tools shouldn’t make your life harder
For truly customer-centric companies, conversation intelligence can be
your greatest asset...provided you’re able to harness it. We focus on
decomplexifying customer analytics and making it readily available to your
key decision makers.

AI can level-up your data storytelling
With simplicity and convenience being taken to the next level by emerging
technologies like generative AI, Call Journey is taking a step forward by not only
providing a deep, layered analysis of our users' core concerns (like customer
experience, risk mitigation and cost efficiency), but also packaging that up into
shareable recommendations to help close the feedback loop.

   

AI-powered analytics shouldn’t come at the cost of security
Call Journey CI is committed to improving data democratization within your
organization, allowing you to reap the benefits of shared intelligence while maintaining
your compliance obligations. Comprehensive security controls allow you to access and
share intelligence safely and securely, compliant with leading security frameworks
including SOC 2, HIPAA, GDPR, CCPA, RegTech and Australian Fintech.

Reactive is good, but proactive is better
While undoubtedly useful, traditional customer metrics like AHT and FCR, as well as
data collection methods like surveys, tell their story in retrospect. Companies relying
on this data are able to be reactive, but not necessarily proactive. We take these core
metrics and overlay advanced data science to give you the intelligence you need to be
able to act.



How It
works

Our approach is all about granularity and shareability.
We offer deep and context-aware results, giving you a
clear understanding of the real reasons behind
business-critical issues.

1. Extract
& Redact

4. Act

2. Analyze

3.Understand



Empower your decision makers
with quantifiable customer
intelligence

We utilize PII Redaction on transcripts to facilitate secure
insight-sharing, ensuring customer data protection and
compliance. Our ready-to-use BI reports help close
feedback loops across the business, and our open
architecture enables businesses to extract and analyze in
as much depth as needed.

Our precise multilingual transcription and speech
analytics services enable capturing and organizing
customer conversations for effortless search, sorting, and
sharing.

Our conversation analysis models reveal trends and
pinpoint underlying causes of customer concerns and
customer effort. We ensure these insights are accessible
beyond customer-facing teams through secure methods
like PII redaction and BI reporting.

Create a secure shared
knowledge base

Customer intelligence made
searchable, sortable and shareable

Call Journey CI doesn't stop at qualitative analysis alone.
Our results are supported by both quantitative and
qualitative data, providing a comprehensive view of
your customers’ interactions. 

This holistic approach ensures you have the necessary
evidence to drive meaningful change within your
organization, getting as granular as possible. 

Power the feedback loops that power
your business with our CX Analytics



Our platform enables you to deliver a high-quality customer
experience by spotlighting hidden issues that contribute to
negative AHT and FCR outcomes. Call Dissection allows
you to determine what portion of your calls is driving the
most problems, and fix the problem before it proliferates.

Uncovering hidden productivity and CX
opportunities with unique data science

Superior complaints auditing with
root cause analysis

Automated interaction scoring,
reducing your call monitoring
effort and cost by 350%

Our automated scorecard will replicate or improve
on your current quality assurance framework,
scorecard questions and scoring matrix.  

The solution automatically analyses and scores 100%
of customer interactions, automatically flagging low-
scoring interactions that should be reviewed, enabling
users to drill down to a precise issue.

Quality assurance teams will spend significantly less
time listening and scoring and more time delivering
engaging, data-driven feedback to agents. 

Root cause analysis of complaints and dissatisfaction, as
well as productivity issues such as low FCR and high
AHT, allows for a full-spectrum diagnosis of the issues
plaguing your customer frontlines.

Our technology traces the leading and lagging
indicators that contribute to suboptimal results, allowing
your leaders to take proactive, preventative action.

Leave no stone unturned with our
Quality Assurance capabilities



All data is encrypted in transit with
TLS V1.2
All data is encrypted at rest with
256-bit Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES-256)

Put trust at the forefront with our
highly-secure ecosystem

Encryption of data-at-
rest and data-in-transit

Change and configuration management
Vulnerability management program
Change and configuration management
Incident response plan
Monitoring and alerting of security events
Employee and contractor training and access
management

Strict policies and procedures
as part of preventative and
proactive security measures

Secure access via SSO
and MFA

The Call Journey CI SaaS product supports
SSO via the Azure Active Directory provider.
MFA is supported via integration with your
SSO provider
All production systems require MFA
authentication.

Redaction of personal information
from transcriptions and audio
Deployable either on-premise or
via cloud

Hybrid PII/PCI Redaction



Toolbox

Output

Democratizable Data Outcomes

Data Source

Measurable Impact

Ecosystem
Overview



Helping
you win

Call Journey CI is trusted by a vast number of customers,
partners, and cybersecurity bodies.

Our platform has helped our customers save millions of
dollars in productivity gains, as well as identifying major
commercial opportunities and delivering critical
intelligence back into the hands of decision makers.



Banking and Financial Services Healthcare Public Sector

Insuranc
e

Banks, Credit Unions,
Etc.

Others

All industries of Fortune 500 represented in the customer base. 

Trusted by many customers across
multiple industries



Partnerships with key
Global Organizations at
the top of their industry

Contact Center
Technology & Services

Advanced Analytics High growth Tech Management Consulting

Call Recording
Technology QA as a Service

CX Consulting BPO

Trusted
by many
partners



By moving beyond traditional speech
analytics and embracing the power of
conversation intelligence, Call Journey
CI's recent customer projects uncovered
an average of $2,350,000 in annual ROI
opportunities.

Our team of data scientists have
innovated models that measure
sentiment, analyze agent communication
skills, and deep-dive on call drivers to
tap into conversations and reveal both
cost-saving opportunities and additional
revenue opportunities for major ROI.

Results that
speak for

themselves

$1,375,825 
Sales Improvement

 $1,777,440  
Customer Service

Digitization Opportunities

$843,234 
Productivity

Improvement

$230,183

AV. $2,350,000 ROI

 $173,964Addressing Dissat isfact ion Root Causes

Membership Increase

Other identi f ied opportunit ies



Level up with
conversation
intelligence

www.calljourney.com

support@calljourney.com |
sales@calljourney.com
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